CONDENSED WORSHIP RE-CREATION IN THE STYLE OF THE YEAR 1600

1. The first and second bells to call the congregation to worship

The Reader’s Service

2. The Call to worship and Psalm 100

3. A prayer on the 100th Psalm – Henry Charteris, *The CL Psalms of David in Meter*, 1596


5. Psalm 42

6. A prayer on the 42nd Psalm – Charteris, 1596


8. The third bell for the start of the preaching service

9. A preface to 118th Psalm – Geneva Bible, 1560 but these prefaces were also included before each Psalm many editions of the Scottish Psalme Buiks from 1564 onwards.

10. Psalm 118

The Minister’s Service – the Minister enters the pulpit

11. 15 minute condensed sermon of Robert Rollock, published in Scots in 1599 (edited and preached by Jamie Reid Baxter)

12. Prayer after the sermon – *The Forme of Prayers*, Smyth, 1599

13. The Lord’s Prayer – *Forme of Prayers* – Smyth, 1599

14. Psalm 107

15. The Aaronic Blessing – *Forme of Prayers*, Smyth, 1599